
WAGNER
78 Industrial Solutions

Highest precision
for efficient operation.
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With its mixing and dosing units, WAGNER offers a powerful family

of products that fulfills the various requirements of numerous

industrial applications perfectly. Whether mechanical or electronic,

low or high pressure, automatic or manual coating - with the

various WAGNER systems 2K to 4K materials can be processed to

fulfill customer specific requirements.
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2-K Twin Control
A complete 2K mixing system family offering a unique operating concept and high mobility. For coating applications with one or two paints

the TwinControl system provides high efficiency, a compact design, and simple operation, it fulfills diverse application requirements with

ease, for example the processing of abrasive materials with high viscosity and corrosion protection or for sensitive finishing topcoats. The

non-contact measuring system is based on magnetic stroke sensors and ensures a very high and reliable mixing accuracy, independent of

material properties such as shearing sensitivity, abrasiveness, or viscosity. Using the version configuration the system can be customized

according to the customer requirements.

1. User friendliness
All operating parameters come with quick, easy, and language-neutral

controls:

Start, Stop and Flush are all that is needed for complete operation.
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2. Maximum performance
The powerful IceBreaker® piston pump ensures maximum reliability and

performance.

3. Maximum reliability
The patented magnetic stroke sensor ensures maximum accuracy and

reliability even for high-viscosity materials and sensitive topcoats.

4. Easy cleaning
The fully automated flushing process ensures easy, quick and absolutely

reliable flushing at the push of a button. At the next startup the system

displays exactly and fully automatically when it is ready for coating.

5. Precision and mixing accuracy
The specially designed mixing block with integrated dosing valves

ensures precise doing and excellent homogenization of the components.

Moreover, the flushing efficiency is simply unique.

6. Optimal flexibility
In addition to the choice between frame or trolley, our comprehensive

accessories range offers a great selection of additional heaters, gun flush

boxes or external mixers.
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